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Dates: mid November to late December; 13 days – 12 nights 

Number of people: flexible 

Your guide: Frank Willems and/or Leslie Reynolds. Both guides have worked in Kasanka National 

Park and are intimately familiar with all these sites. 

Package type: Birds & Wildlife - balanced mix of birding and wildlife viewing  

Accommodation type: comfortable lodging (3-star). 

Package price: depending on group size. $6,999.- pp if 2 pax. 

The rate includes private specialist guide from start to end; all accommodation; all meals; all soft 

drinks, wine, beer and local spirits, water, tea and coffee; private vehicle during all transportations; 

all private activities; park fees. 

Package excludes Visa and other border crossing costs if any; premium branded drinks; gratuities; 

medical and travel insurances; activities other than specified; international flights. 

The rate applies to BirdWatch Zambia members only. Non-members pay an additional $25 with 

which comes BWZ membership for 2020 and 2021. 

For each booking, a donation will be made to BirdWatch Zambia. 

 

 

Web www.birdingzambia.com / email:  birdingzambia@gmail.com   
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Introduction 

 

Kasanka’s annual gathering of some 10 million Straw-coloured Fruit Bats is possibly the world’s 

largest mammal concentration, and among the earth’s greatest wildlife spectacles. The timing 

(November – December) coincides with the onset of the rains which is also prime birding time, and 

the period African Pitta arrives in Zambia to breed. We are combining two very different parts of the 

country plus some sites en-route, with a combined birdlist of some 550 species. As if this doesn’t 

already make for a jam-packed trip, expect to see a good range of large mammals and some of the 

finest habitats and landscapes. 

This package is also available for only the Kasanka half, which is easily combined with a visit to 

Bangweulu Wetlands, Mutinondo Wilderness and further north, or only the Pitta half which is easily 

combined with a visit to the Lower Zambezi National Park. Both are optimally timed to combine with 

visiting the Liuwa Plains National Park.  

 

Key destinations & accommodation facts 

 Kasanka NP: 3 nights each at Wasa and Luwombwa lodges. Both lodges are mid-range, 

comfortable, 3-star facilities. Luwombwa Lodge we can book exclusively for ourselves. 

 African Pitta: we combine Gwabi River Lodge and Tamarind Camp, so that we can target 

Zambia’s two prime Pitta sites, while also enjoying boat rides on the megafauna rich 

Zambezi River. Tamarind Camp we will book exclusively for ourselves. 

 Final arrangements depend on availability at the time of confirmation. 
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 Itinerary summary 

1 Arrival Lusaka Your guide will meet you at Lusaka International Airport from where we proceed to 

Protea Safari Lodge north of Lusaka (1h15m). This comfortable hotel offers an attractive 

mix of birds typical for central Zambia and some large mammals. 

2 Transfer to 

Kasanka 

(Wasa Lodge) 

We will have some hours in the early morning to bird the premises of Protea Safari 

Lodge and have breakfast. By 10:00 we will start off (with packed lunch) for the drive to 

Kasanka NP (6h tarmac, 30 minutes dirt). We should arrive in time to watch the bat 

emergence at 18:00. 

3 Kasanka NP: 

Wasa 

Early morning, we will head to Pontoon Campsite to see Sitatunga up close, one of 

Kasanka's prime specials. We expect a good range of birds including many specials, such 

as Böhm's Bee-eater, Purple-throated Cuckooshrike and many miombo birds. Return via 

the Bat Forest and the bird rich Chinyangale Plain. After lunch, we head out to the Bat 

Forest to enjoy the rich birdlife followed by Kasanka's prime spectacle: the emergence 

of 10 million fruit bats at the onset of dusk. 

4 Kasanka NP: 

Wasa 

A very early start: 4:15 depart from Wasa Lodge so that we are in the right position by 

4:50 to witness the return of the bats to the roost. We will take our time in the Fibwe 

area and meander back through the Wasa system for a late breakfast at the lodge. After 

lunch, we will bird the Bupata area before returning to the Bat Forest to witness the 

emergence from a different viewpoint 

5 Kasanka NP: 

Luwombwa 

Optionally, we start very early to witness the bat return to the roost and dawn birding. 

After an early lunch, we will drive to Luwombwa via the Kasanka Floodplains. 

6 Kasanka NP: 

Luwombwa 

Early morning boat ride on the Luwombwa River to look for the many bird specials 

including Pel's Fishing Owl. In the afternoon, we bird the woodlands and grasslands of 

the Musande, Chikufwe and Kapabi Areas. 

7 Kasanka NP: 

Luwombwa 

Early morning visit to Bufumu Forest, Zambia's prime patch of mateshe thickets, where 

we might encounter African Pitta and Blue Duiker alongside Blue-mantled Flycatcher 

and many other specials, as well visiting Zambia's tallest known tree and Royal burial 

site, a 65-meter tall Mofu Tree. In the afternoon we will enjoy a boat ride on a different 

part of the Luwombwa 

8 Forest Inn: 

Anomalure & 

birding 

Early morning departure to allow for either (1) a day visit to Tuta Bridge and Kalasa 

Mukoso at the downstream tip of Bangweulu Wetlands, or (2) birding the miombo 

woodlands and Lake Kapabi, before connecting to Lake Wasa for lunch. From here, we 

drive to Forest Inn Lodge (2h30m) where we hope to see Lord Derby's Anomalure. 

9 Gwabi River 

Lodge 

We will watch the anomalures at 4:30 in the morning (a 3-minute walk from the chalet) 

and spend some hours birding the well-known miombo which holds specials like 

Chestnut-mantled Sparrow-weaver. After a good meal we will continue via Lusaka to 

Gwabi River Lodge (6h tarmac, 30 m dirt) 

10 Gwabi River 

Lodge 

Early morning attempt to find the Pitta's within Gwabi's premises. We can spend the 

morning looking for the other local specials such as Livingstone's Flycatcher and Eastern 

Nicator. In the afternoon, we will do a boat ride on the mammal and bird rich Zambezi 

River. 

11 Tamarind 

Lodge 

Early morning attempt to find Pitta or a boat ride on the Zambezi. After lunch we shift 

to Tamarind Camp, on the banks of the Zambezi at the bottom end of the Kariba Gorge 

(1h 30m) in time for an afternoon boat ride. We will book the whole camp for 

ourselves.  

12 Tamarind 

Lodge 

Early morning birding the Mutulanganga area for African Pitta and other specials such 

as Barred Long-tailed Cuckoo and Livingstone's Flycatcher. Afternoon we will bird the 

Zambezi near Tamarind Camp, focusing either on waders or the gorge with its resident 

Pel's Fishing Owls. 

13 Return to 

Lusaka 

Depending on flight times, we expect to spend some hours on the Zambezi in the 

morning, or return to Mutulanganga for Pitta. From here, we return to Lusaka (3h) 
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Map of the route 

  

The northern-most point is Tuta Bridge, crossing the Luapula River where it exits the Bangweulu 

Wetlands. The estimated 1,499 km indicates the whole round trip. 
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Site descriptions 

Kasanka National Park 

Despite being one of Zambia’s smaller national parks, Kasanka is renowned for its biodiversity and 

rich mosaic of dry and wet habitats. The world-famous migration of some 10 million Straw-coloured 

Fruit Bats may well be the largest mammal concentration on earth and has frequently been dubbed 

among the world’s greatest wildlife spectacles. 

 

With 480 bird species recorded, it has the longest birdlist of all Zambia’s parks and Important Bird 

Areas apart from the massive Kafue N.P. Among the many specials commonly seen are Böhm’s Bee-

eater, Ross’s Turaco, Purple-throated Cuckooshrike, Wattled Crane, and a wide range of waterbirds 

including the occasional Shoebill and many miombo woodland specials such as Black-necked 

Eremomela. In November, large numbers of palearctic migrants such as Lesser Spotted Eagle and 

Eurasian Hobby are attracted by the termite eruptions. 
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The ever-growing mammal list stands at some 130 species. This park offers possibly the world’s best 

Sitatunga viewing and a large population of Puku, while we are likely to see specials like Blue 

Monkey and Kinda Baboon in addition to megafauna such as Elephant and Hippopotamus. 

November is also prime time to see some of the many reptile and amphibian species. 

 

Tuta Bridge & Kalasa Mukoso 

Optional, we can tie in a day visit to Tuta Bridge and Kalasa Mukoso, the downstream tip of the 

Bangweulu Wetlands, about an hour north of the Kasanka turnoff. The endless floodplains give a fair 

first impression of the vast Bangweulu Wetlands. Among specials which are commonly seen from 

the road are Black Lechwe and Katanga Masked Weaver, as well Lappet-faced Vulture, Denham’s 

Bustard, Oribi and Lesser Jacana to name a few. Shoebill does often reside close to the bridge in 

November though sightings here are rare. 
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Forest Inn  

This comfortable roadside lodge has gathered some 

fame for the excellent miombo birding, which includes 

Chestnut-backed Sparrow-weaver among others, and a 

resident family of Lord Derby’s Anomalure (a.k.a. Flying 

Squirrel).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gwabi River Lodge 

Situated along the Kafue River near the confluence with 

the Zambezi, Gwabi protects a prime patch of intact 

“Jeki thickets” typical for this area. It is known since 

2017 that several pairs of African Pitta breed within the 

premises. Several other thicket specials are present as 

well, notably Eastern Nicator which is abundant here 

though nevertheless difficult to see, while Purple-

crested Turaco and Livingstone’s Flycatcher are more 

easily seen. The Zambezi can be explored by boat which 

is likely to produce many interesting birds such as 

African Skimmer and Mottled Spinetail. Across the river 

lies the Hurungwa Safari Area, while it is only a couple 

of hours by boat to the Lower Zambezi NP and Mana 

Pools NP, making it likely to see good numbers of 

megafauna. 

(pitta image from Gwabi Facebook site)  
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Mutulanganga 

Recognized as an Important Bird Area 

because of the breeding population 

of African Pitta and other thicket 

specials such as Livingstone’s 

Flycatcher. Barred Long-tailed Cuckoo 

can be reasonably common in some 

years though absent in other years. 

Provided there hasn’t yet been heavy 

rain, we will walk through the dry 

riverbeds to search for Pitta and the 

other specials in the thickets along 

these beds.  

It’s roughly an hour’s drive from Tamarind Camp to the prime area. 

 

Zambezi Valley – Kariba Gorge 

Tamarind Camp lies at the very downstream end of the Kariba Gorge. The gorge itself is known for 

resident Pel’s Fishing Owl among others, while the areas downstream can hold good assemblages of 

waterbirds. The Zimbabwean side is protected as the Charara Safari Area, making it likely to see 

some large fauna.  

Tamarind Camp is a self-catering facility. We will book the whole camp exclusively. All catering will 

be provided by Birding Zambia. 

 

Lake Kariba 

If time allows, we might explore some of the shores of Lake Kariba. The waterlevel in this artificial 

lake is well below average in recent years, creating an intriguing landscape, and holding good 

waterbird numbers. 


